Abstract
Introduction
A key concern in taking global governance scholarship from the realm of ideas to the realm of practice is the attitudes of legal practitioners, particularly those working on legal reforms outside of their own cultures. In operationalizing global governance, the temptation will be to limit the discussion to systems and institutions, laws and less formal rules, and local cultures and their resistance to globalizing themes. Yet as key conduits for the ideals and principles around which global governance can form, legal practitioners should be of particular interest to academics. The motivations, ideologies, strengths, and constraints of these agents must be understood. To the extent that academics also place themselves in the role of reform promoters, they should more readily assume the role of anthropologists 1 who routinely consider their own impact and their own situations within the group they are studying.
2 This is a challenge for lawyers, who have fairly strong professional norms of minimizing their own presence and impact and focusing instead on the law at hand and the case before them, as well as for legal academics, where the norm is to produce a scholarly third-person account of legal norms, processes, and institutions. This article seeks to overcome this tendency by focusing on international rule of law practitioners as important sources of knowledge transmission in the promotion of global governance.
My own research has grown out of my experiences working on legal reform issues in Central Asia earlier this decade and from my interest in broader questions of democratic reform in the region. Central Asia harbors significant geopolitical instability and is geographically isolated from countries central to the development of the western legal tradition. It is plagued by systemic corruption embedded in the Soviet past and largely condoned by current ruling elites. In such an inhospitable environment, what role do legal reform experts (both local and international) play, and how do they see themselves in these roles? This article suggests that at least in this region, there are some fairly significant gaps between how those working on the rule of law conceptualize their activities and how these same activities play out on the ground. Furthermore, there are some significant problem areas in how legal experts are fielded. Researchers and activists would do well to keep before them these issues even as they pursue solutions to the larger challenges that arise as societies respond to both globalization and the continued push for democracy and the rule of law. Specifically, this article focuses on three areas-the view of power and politics among rule of law practitioners, the role of career progression for legal reformers, and the role of translation in international legal reform. 
i. apoliTiCal GoveRnanCe?
Like our propensity to background our own role in legal reform practices, we also have a strong tendency to downplay the role of power and politics in the practice of legal reform, and for good reason. The rule of law, whether one is talking about the professional persona of a lawyer in an adversarial system, the dispassionate ruling of a judge in court, or the broadest imaginings of a society built on the rule of law and not of man, depends on the idea that power, and the politics that use it, are going to be constrained by a set of rules that apply to all. 3 The lawyer will defend his guilty client, the judge will put aside her own notions of justice, and the citizen will refrain from taking up arms to solve problems because in some sense, the rule of law requires them to do so. Much can be said of the myth-like character of the rule of law, 4 and much scholarship has been written to dissect this myth into its politicallymotivated subcomponents;
5 and yet, in the end, it plays an important role in creating rule of law societies. So, in some ways, the legal reform practitioner, eager to see the development of the rule of law, must promote this myth of neutrality if there is ever to develop an ideological hold on people sufficient to overcome their own propensity to turn to levers of power and politics.
The word myth is used here to suggest more than just a false story, but rather a story of real power that, even if not fully true, is capable of impacting the real world by affecting the motivations and aspirations of real people. 6 The problem comes when we confuse the development of this myth with its present operationalization. The rule of law myth has power when judges, lawyers, and litigants begin to believe that judges are truly neutral finders of fact and law able to rise above their own prejudices and preferences. As a result, courts are trusted to decide cases and defend rights. It operates when people obey the law, both out of an inner sense that obeying is normatively right, and because disobeying will lead to punishment, even if objectively the chances of discovery, arrest, and punishment are quite small. But the de- velopment of this mindset requires a cultural transformation measured in years, if not generations. While the development of the rule of law requires an ongoing proclamation of its possibility, this future goal must not obscure present conditions. The bottom line is that the rule of law as presented above does not exist in Central Asia, and to operate as if it does, or even as if it is on the horizon, is to let the myth befuddle the promoters rather than constrain local power. Whether one pays the traffic police $1.50 to avoid an arbitrary detention, the investigator $500 to avoid the arrest and conviction of the clearly innocent, or the prosecutor $5,000 to procure the release of the clearly guilty, the Central Asian legal system acts as a set of structures enabling the raw use of power rather than constraining power.
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Nor is the prognosis much better at higher levels-constitutions are changed to accommodate political consolidation 8 and treaties are passed to assuage outsiders with no thought to their domestic impact.
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In this atmosphere, how is the legal reform community reacting? Research up to this point suggests that the legal reform community faces grave difficulty both in recognizing and in responding to these challenges. Three vignettes from my recent trip to Central Asia provide a window into the current thinking of the community.
A. Vignette One: Apolitical Work
Efforts to depoliticize rule of law promotion have succeeded, at least according to their promoters. I interviewed an Embassy official from a western country involved in legal training. After a fairly extensive discussion of the types of legal training that the Embassy has been able to provide local law enforcement, prosecutorial officials, and judicial officials in the past year, I asked him if he screens the judges or other officials who attend the training based on their reputations for effectiveness or corruption. I asked this question in the context of four earlier in- terviews each with long-time consultants on legal reform in the region, and each of whom had said in one way or another that the judicial system was fundamentally corrupt. One interviewee said that every single judge in the system was corrupt, from top to bottom, and that the system was one big pyramid funneling money to the top. 10 In response to my question, the Embassy official said they did not screen because "we're very apolitical," "we focus on rule of law; we try to stay away from politics."
11 This in a country that not three months before had held an election in which the major opposition party had been denied even a single seat in a single-district, party-list election for parliament, despite winning more than 10 percent of the vote for a ninety-member parliament.
12 At first glance, this is shocking. To suggest that one can work on the rule of law-work to constrain officials' power through the adherence to rules-without it being an eminently political act is astonishingly naive.
13 And yet this is nothing new. Naiveté plays a very important role; it allows interference in domestic concerns by agencies constrained in one form or another from interfering openly.
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The World Bank and its constituent agencies are a prime example of an organization explicitly restricted in its ability to engage in political activity. The International Bank of Reconstruction and Development's Articles of Agreement, essentially its charter, provides the following:
Article IV, SECTION 10. Political Activity Prohibited The Bank and its officers shall not interfere in the political affairs of any member; nor shall they be influenced in their decisions by the political character of the member or members concerned. Only economic considerations shall be relevant to their decisions, and these 14. The idea that a broad sphere of public activity can be truly politically neutral is also frequently found in post-communist concepts of religion. The Kyrgyz Constitution specifically prohibits the pursuit of "political goals" by religious organizations. Constitution of the Kyrgyz Republic art. 8(4).
considerations shall be weighed impartially in order to achieve the purposes stated in Article I. 15 And yet good governance and rule of law have been ongoing goals of the World Bank for more than a decade, as evidenced by the Bank's related expenditures: $3.4 billion in support of public sector governance and $424 million for rule of law development for fiscal year 2007 alone. 16 While the restrictions on foreign governments are not usually as plainly stated, the idea of non-interference in the domestic affairs of other countries still remains a powerful principle. 17 Focusing on an "apolitical" rule of law also allows the U.S. government to work in the political arena while still paying lip service to concerns about national sovereignty. This is particularly important in Central Asia, where local power finds strong support for resisting interference by neighbors China and Russia as members of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. 18 As useful as these terms may be in allowing the West to promote certain values abroad, there comes a point at which the repetition of the propaganda serves no one. 18. See Shanghai Cooperation Organization, Declaration on Fifth Anniversary of Shanghai Cooperation Organization, June 15, 2006, available at www.sectsco.org/html/01470.html ("Diversity of cultures and model of development must be respected and upheld. Differences in cultural traditions, political and social systems, values and model of development formed in the course of history should not be taken as pretexts to interfere in other countries' internal affairs. Model of social development should not be 'exported'. Differences in civilisations should be respected, and exchanges among civilisations should be conducted on an equal basis.").
B. Vignette Two: Reception Blues
Rule of law through judicial reform must account for the current nature of the judiciary. This vignette begins with a speech 19 I heard presented by the ambassador of another western country at a reception in honor of Judge's Day. The speech was striking on a number of different levels. First, the themes that the speech touched on were the same themes that a Western ambassador would have discussed in 1993. Those themes-privatization, the sanctity of contracts, and the rule of law-have been the mainstay of Western concerns about the former Soviet Union since 1993. 20 It was as if the intervening fifteen years had not occurred, and nothing had been learned in the West about the advancement of democracy and the rule of law, or in Kyrgyzstan about how exactly those values might develop in the Kyrgyz milieu. The experiences of Kumtor, the largest Western investor in Kyrgyzstan, 21 or of the various other gold companies that have attempted to invest there, 22 or the input of the International Business Council, which has been commenting on the regulatory needs and challenges in Kyrgyzstan since at least 2001, 23 were not mentioned. Not only did the speech fail to engage the history of post-Soviet Kyrgyzstan, it also failed to engage its present audience. The ambassador, despite the presence of the most senior Kyrgyz court officials, did not address them by name or direct his speech toward them. Nor did he speak in Russian, let alone in Kyrgyz. 24 While the ambassador's inability to engage the audience was a single event, a striking comment by another Western diplomat that evening suggested an even deeper problem. He noted that the top judge in attendance was not only the head of the judicial pyramid, but was also the head of a corruption pyramid in which lower 19 24. Russian remains the primary language for legal discourse in Kyrgyzstan, as in most of Central Asia, and would have been entirely appropriate for the speech. Instead, the ambassador's speech was translated into Russian by an interpreter. court officials funneled their takings up the ranks. The diplomat's concern was not only that these officials were on the invite list, but that in the process they were learning the reformist words and ideas to mimic while fundamentally remaining unchanged in their approach to law.
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I again wondered whether I was witnessing mimicry or mastery when in a later interview a U.S. official told me that the head of the top court "understands that there is a need for jury trials." He then detailed how recently prosecutors were "stripped" of their powers (such as search warrants) and these powers were given to judges. 26 If judges are an island of professionalism, then this is good news. 27 If, instead, reforms merely institutionalize a corrupt judiciary freed from external constraints, then they are not merely unsuccessful; in the future, these "reforms" may serve to constrain a truly reformist government as entrenched judges mobilize rhetoric of independence and neutrality to defend their enlarged fiefdoms.
Jury trials, judicial warrants, judicial training, and courts' use of computers are all products of western reform efforts in Kyrgyzstan. 28 Combined with the institution of a new judicial council to oversee judicial appointments and discipline, 29 the operative assumption seems to be that if we just empower the courts and get them free of the executive, then all will be well. However, as my colleague Scott Newton of the London School of Oriental and African Studies and a long-time legal reform practitioner in the region has suggested, perhaps we should first do an ethnography of the judges in order to understand what clans they represent, how they are connected to other political players, and how they are already entrenched in the current 
C. Vignette Three: Repulsed by Corruption
If international reformers underestimate systemic corruption in institutional reforms of the judiciary, local reformers may be better off ignoring it altogether. I interviewed the local director of legal projects at a well-funded, internationallybacked non-governmental organization (NGO). They had extensive programs in legal reform-including several projects working on draft laws in various stages of development, including laws related prosecutorial reform and issues of torture. The interview was going remarkably well, and the director, after agreeing to be taped, was happily outlining the various projects her NGO was working on.
Then, when asked what role her organization played in dealing with corruption in the legal system, she responded in two distinct ways-verbally and physically. Her stated response was that her organization does not work on anti-corruption issues, but that I might want to talk to the Anti-Corruption NGO, or perhaps the local branch of Transparency International. The failure to make addressing systemic corruption a central focus in the NGO's programming was surprising. But her physical response suggested this was no mere oversight. Even as she suggested I look elsewhere, she physically retreated from the table, verbally deflated, and lost much of the energy that had propelled our interview forward during the first hour. If her stated response suggested that the incoherence of a legal reform project without an anti-corruption agenda was being replicated on the local level, her physical response suggested that much more than naiveté might be at work-confronting 30 corruption might involve far greater risks than promoting the adoption of a law on state-provided legal aid. 33 In each of the three vignettes, one sees a disconnect between the work being done to promote legal reform and the realities of the current political system. What was missing was an explanation of how legal reform might take into account systemic corruption in Kyrgyzstan. Instead, legal reform practitioners, particularly those on their first tour in the region, seemed to see corruption and systemic political intransigence to reform as problems that their programs were meant to correct, but consistently failed to reckon with the ways that these same characteristics might affect their own efforts.
II. GoveRnanCe WiThouT expeRienCe: CaReeR pRoGReSSion
While the disconnect between the legal work being done and the true challenges of the political system that it seeks to influence may in part be due to a powerful ideology, this ideology would not be nearly as effective were it not for the limited career options for many of the international legal practitioners working in Central Asia.
To begin with, many legal consultants are present in the region for very short periods of time. A two or three-month assignment to deal with a specific issue or area of expertise is quite common, and it is not surprising that projects of such short duration provide little opportunity to understand or affect systemic issues. 34 However, even among those individuals or agencies that have a long-term presence, there is a surprising lack of investment in area familiarization or the benefits of personnel longevity. The American Bar Association (ABA) Rule of Law Initiative has been active in Central Asia since 1993. 35 Yet, while their country and regional directors generally have prior experience working for the ABA Central European and Eurasian Law Initiative (CEELI), the typical length of tour for their international staff remains quite short. In one country in Central Asia, during the past ten years the main local ABA office has seen more than twenty experts pass through, most for a year or less. 36 Preparatory training on the 33. One of the current projects of the NGO was to assist the government in drafting a law that would reform the provision of legal aid by the government. region or country might last a week or two. 37 In the opinion of one local advisor, the result was that most international staff developed an effective understanding of the local environment only toward the very end of their tours.
A similar lack of rule of law specialists is also a problem among lawyers deployed overseas by the U.S. government directly. Department of Justice (DOJ) lawyers deployed in the region are neither rule of law nor regional specialists. They are volunteers from the general pool of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and DOJ Trial Lawyers in offices across the United States who are assigned to the Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development, Assistance, and Training (OPDAT).
38 They receive some minimal training at OPDAT headquarters and then work in an embassy for twelve to eighteen months, with the potential to extend for another year if desired and if funding is available. 39 Their lack of training and experience is an even greater impediment to the rule of law project because, unlike the ABA, 39. According to one DOJ lawyer, preparation included desk-side briefings from regional analysts in various U.S. government agencies in Washington, D.C., typically not for more than a few weeks, and perhaps two to three months of language training, but only if time permitted. The DOJ vacancy announcements suggest that for many of these positions, the limited time span between the posting of the opening and the projected on-the-ground date will mean little or no extra time for additional training before arrival overseas. Interview with DOJ Lawyer (Mar. 10, 2008) (on file with author).
the DOJ funds legal reform projects. As a result, DOJ lawyers are not only project implementers, but project designers as well. 40 The lack of long-term career focus for rule of law specialists is also seen in national lawyers. My experience suggests that while young law students and young attorneys may be quite eager to engage in rule of law reform projects sponsored by international organizations, this initial eagerness is tempered as the attorney progresses and life obligations increase. While this is certainly true in the West, the initial opportunities available for lawyers in Central Asia are far fewer. A move into 40 . The job description of OPDAT's Regional Director for Eurasia:
About the Office: The mission of the Criminal Division's Office of Overseas Prosecutorial Development, Assistance and Training (OPDAT) is to develop and administer technical and developmental assistance designed to enhance the capabilities of foreign justice sector institutions and their law enforcement personnel, so those institutions and their personnel can more effectively combat terrorism, organized crime, corruption, financial crimes, trafficking in persons and other types of crime, in a manner consistent with the rule of law, and can more effectively cooperate regionally and with the United States in combating such crime.
Responsibilities and Opportunity Offered: Based in Washington, DC, the Regional Director directs the delivery of the foreign criminal justice sector development and technical assistance programs which take place in the countries comprising the Eurasia region. Duties also include the responsibility to develop and manage resources within detailed program budgets and cost estimates; to employ systems of internal control in order to monitor the results, impacts and financial soundness of programs; and to provide professional leadership and guidance to the region's headquarters staff, and Resident Legal Advisors and other in-country program personnel, regarding carrying out programmatic objectives in support of OPDAT's global mission to provide administration of justice assistance and resources to prosecutors and other justice sector personnel in developing and transitioning countries. The successful candidate will manage the development of and obtain financing for all programs and will review, evaluate, and implement follow-up assistance based upon the results and impacts of each preceding assistance activity. While working within the OPDAT headquarters staff, the Regional Director coordinates with management officials within the Criminal Division and the Department of Justice, and with program policy and funding officials in the Department of State, the U.S. Agency for International Development, the Millennium Challenge Corporation and operational law enforcement agencies, as well as with host country justice sector authorities, to assure the programs address host country needs, and support Departmental and U.S. policy objectives. Performs other duties as assigned. the corporate world is difficult, as there are few law firms and other corporate jobs are gained primarily through connections. 41 The same remains true of government jobs. Additionally, these jobs do not provide an adequate living apart from bribery or other corrupt practices.
42 Academia suffers the same pay problems, as it is largely state-controlled. A common result is that promising local lawyers take advantage of educational or other opportunities abroad and then choose not to return. 43 Understandably, with no support network and few long-term prospects, many of those with both the greatest understanding of the local legal milieu and international legal training and experience to address the local challenges move on.
Occasionally one does find a rule of law practitioner who has persevered. In Central Asia, there are a handful of legal consultants and other international development specialists who have significant long-term experience in the region. 44 However, while the longer-term consultants overcome many of the disadvantages already discussed, achieving regional expertise, familiarity with both the practice of rule of law promotion and its related scholarship, and often competency with one or more local languages, the consultant nonetheless faces her own constraints. As one consultant told me, with no firm career path, the consultant must adjust to whatever the current project requires. 45 Such consultants may have extensive experience, but they must still pay the bills, and to do so may mean supporting poorly-designed projects because those are the only projects available. So, while on the margins, the legal consultant can do much to hone a project to better fit the circumstances on the ground, his intervention will typically come too late to restructure the fundamentals of a project. Consultants remain outsiders to both the national legal community and the Western-based donor organizations. Thus, the integration of their experience into rule of law projects remains limited.
Any effort to change the career prospects of national lawyers is wrapped up in the larger effort to transform legal institutions and is a long-term process. How-ever, Western agencies-particularly DOJ, but also professional organizations, courts, and foundations-can address the need for specialized rule of law practitioners. A far greater commitment to initial training would be a good start. A longer-term career track that allowed the development of a pool of experienced practitioners who both served overseas and engaged in research and strategic planning within their own institutions would be a key component of making global governance realistic in the legal realm.
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III. Governance May Be Global-Languages Are Not
In addition to apolitical myths and dead-end careers, a third challenge to operationalizing global governance is language. While much of the work of international law has been done in English or another world language, 47 to begin to operationalize this law at the concrete level of lived experience for the vast majority of people, these ideas and concepts will need to be translated.
The need for translation is a truism with which few would argue. But there is a vast difference between acknowledging the difficulty philosophically and recognizing the truly monumental tangible difficulties that translation involves. This is not a new phenomenon, nor is it limited to lawyers. Much of the historical travel literature on Central Asia makes short shrift of the language difficulties, either assuring the reader that the author understood the native language perfectly well (despite no obvious chance ever to have acquired it), 48 or glossing over the possibility of failed 46 . The military has long recognized the need for area experts. Foreign Area Officers (FAOs) are first and foremost military professionals, having spent five to seven years leading troops before being designated as FAOs. We should expect the same type of initial professional development for lawyers before they engage in overseas practice. And both the DOJ and ABA, for example, do expect their overseas representatives to have significant domestic experience first. However, FAOs combine their military professional experience with two to three years of additional training in cultural studies (typically a regionally-focused Master of Arts degree), language training (a year at the Defense Language Institute), and in-country experience (often as open-ended as a vehicle, travel money, and a general requirement to report on their travels). Only after this training are FAOs used to promote U.S. foreign policy, either in U.S. Embassies overseas or as analysts or advisors to high-ranking commanders in the United States. dep'T of The aRmy, CommiSSioned offiCeR pRofeSSional developmenT and CaReeR manaGemenT, Pamphlet 600-3, 255-61 (2007 translations even as the conversation becomes ever more elaborate. 49 Contemporary writers sometimes demonstrate the same practices, focusing on the rhythm of the story and obscuring the back and forth of translation, unless it adds to the spice of the story. 50 The same type of obfuscation (that suggests governance reforms can happen without being political) can make a hero of a travelling vagabond.
The editorial redaction of translators in classic travel literature quickly gives way to the realities of programs tied to translators. One meeting I attended between U.S. government representatives and a Central Asian ministry to discuss planned assistance for the coming fiscal year included the very best in technical equipment. Headsets were available for every participant, many of the PowerPoint presentations had been translated, and two well-qualified translators were on hand to do simultaneous translation. However, as I listened to the presentations from the U.S. representatives with one ear and the translations with the other, it became readily apparent that much was being lost. Some sentences or paragraphs might be conveyed nearly effortlessly, but as presentations wandered into idioms, technical terms, or new concepts, quite often only the barest outline of what was being said would come through the translation. 51 Unfortunately, the lost subtleties were quite often key concepts: diplomatically-framed gentle promotion of the principles that the aid was meant to promote, rather than just the bromides of cooperation and goodwill in which they were framed. If this is the level of frustrated communication that occurs in the very best of circumstances, clearly the task at hand is far more difficult than generally acknowledged.
The problem is even more challenging when it comes to legal concepts. Even within the Western legal tradition, a single legal concept like laicité can all but es-cape translation between the French and American legal traditions. 52 I confronted the problem of translation in my own research with the simple word "lawyer." In describing the subjects I am interested in, I usually focus on lawyers as the primary rule of law promoters. However, when I use the word "lawyer," or its Russian translation advocat, I end up missing many of the personnel I am most interested in. In Soviet-legacy legal systems, the advocati are only a subset of legal professionals, roughly corresponding to civil litigators and defense attorneys. 53 Prosecutors and judges, easily subsumed under the lawyer category in the United States, are distinct categories in Central Asia. 54 And, of course, other functionaries of the legal system-marshals, court recorders, police investigators, and legislative drafters-are all excluded as well. 55 Even knowing this, the translation difficulty remains, for it is the underlying concept of a single professional ethos that ultimately must be translated. Translating concepts is a far more difficult task than translating words.
In regions like Central Asia there are entire fields of law that are outside the lived experience of even the urban elite, let alone the average farm worker. Efforts at civic education can begin to change this for high-priority fields such as basic human rights. 56 However, it requires a far richer conceptualization of rights to discern how to integrate concepts such as freedom of speech, association, and religion with concerns over corruption, security, and national identity in a fragile state. The task of translation, then, is far from mechanical. It requires the gradual assimilation of new concepts and the re-understanding of old concepts to fit contexts far removed from their original habitats. Global governance is itself a concept that has grown out of international law amidst the vastly changed dynamics of a far more integrated world system. 57 Translating the tasks of global governance for lawyers and policy makers familiar with the more traditional international system has been a task of the Indiana Journal of Global Legal Studies for more than a decade now. As we speak of the further operationalization of global governance we must realize that the translation task has become far greater: to be effective, global governance must be given a meaningful context in places that have only the weakest familiarity with the international standards on which it was first built.
IV. A Modest Commitment
Making sense of global governance at the periphery requires a firm grasp of the challenges that await our attempts to extend the rule of law. If law is to respond successfully to globalization, we must recognize that the global reach of law is far more tenuous than that of other global conditions, whether economic or climatic. Local power structures can adapt to global trends without changing their underlying nature and will react to attempts at reform regardless of whether those reforms are labeled apolitical. Effectively engaging these structures requires knowledge and time, virtues that remain to be institutionalized among rule of law professionals. The commitment to sustained engagement is also a prerequisite to effective translation, for only time will allow the development of shared vocabulary and shared experiences that will advance the rule of law and the shared relationships that can overcome the mistakes that inevitably occur in cross-cultural settings. Commitment must come at the individual level, with long-term investment in both the technical skills and regional relationships that will allow sustained, informed cooperation as reforms progress. And commitment must come at the institutional level, with a paradigm shift from quick transitions to longterm investments that may ultimately bear fruit only with generational changes. I closed the talk on which this article is based with a quote on the challenges of being a legal comparativist. The quote is a little dated, and arguably a part of the tradition of the Global Journal and its conferences is to move beyond comparative law to a more global perspective. But I would argue that even as we move closer together through globalization, in many corners of the world, a detailed knowledge of the local remains crucial. In this setting, it is important to remember that in simpler times it was said:
Comparatists have-pure and simple-an incomplete knowledge of many hard facts. They must know something about the historical, social, economic, political, cultural and psychological context which has made a rule or proposition what it is. Because thorough knowledge needs hard and extensive study, excellent language skills, good libraries, long experience, probably knowledge of life and practice within the foreign system, it is rarely acquired. In practice, the comparatist almost inevitably knows the legal order better in which she was trained. This asymmetry of knowledge alone may cause systematic mistakes. 58 Or perhaps more succinctly, when I asked one of my interviewees what was the biggest problem he saw in international legal experts coming to work in Kyrgyzstan, he answered simply, "arrogance." 
